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	Sha-toe-kwah lecture and keynote for 3rd Biennial Living with Animals conference

Three questions
	Why did contemporary art about animals take the shape that it did in the late 20th century?
	How do contemporary artists think about their work, and how do their artworks work?




So, to that first question …
	In June 2000, 
The New York Times ran a headline that read “Animals have taken over art, and art wonders why.”
At the same time, Jeff Koons’ monumental floral sculpture Puppy was towering over Rockefeller Plaza, and I was over in New York promoting a book called …
The Postmodern Animal (cover)

Dion – Survival of the Cutest
	Charismatic megafauna – (term first used in mid-80s for) large animal species with widespread popular appeal
Dion – Ursus maritimus
	Tar, goat fur

Julius Transgressions cover (2002)

Isaacs – Untitled monkey
(small mannequin-like figure with hands and feet modelled on hands of 5-yr-old human child)
	“… that most fundamental of hierarchies, which places the human above the merely animal, is subverted.”
	“They are counter-Enlightenment taunts.  They present the monsters, the taxidermic aberrations, that a humanity unconstrained by moral scruple, basest when least confined, will produce …”
	They … bring together elements that should remain apart, in their hybridity refusing what might be termed the ordinary integrity of things …”
–	the proper ORDER of things
	An affront to ART:  “These man-beasts … deny the divinity of the human form that is the premise of Western art.”  







Scarry Body in Pain cover
	The singular power of the image of dead or opened bodies, human or animal, to convey “a compelling and vivid reality”
	To avoid mass killing in wars: an “imagined ritual,” a “form of substitution” so resonant, so indisputably real, that it would have a chance of being sustained as a genuine alternative to that killing.
	In all of the countries involved “multitudes of individuals” would have to “gather in large groups throughout their homelands” and “would each hold up or simply hold onto an animal organ or entrail” in order to signal and to substantiate the agreed outcome as “real.”
	She maintains that “the displacement of human sacrifice with animal sacrifice … has always been recognized as a special moment in the infancy of civilization.”

Human exceptionalism, again
But recognition of the singular power of animal imagery
(But the meaning of this symbolism is not fixed …)

Igualdad Animal protest
	Closest realization (probably coincidental):carcasses of farmed animals
	Kim Stallwood’s animal rights image of the year: “a moving and dignified indictment of our inhumanity to animals”
	Disorderly (or unconvetional) thinking expressed through orderly action.

It’s not art imagery, but artists want to make images that are equally strong.
	Coe and Schneemann, days after 9/11

Coe – Goats Before Sheep (2002)

SCchneemann and dead Kitch (1976)
	Power of the animal body

Powerful imagery of this kind gained a certain currency …
Zoontologies cover
… because its concern was to depict animal bodies in a manner that twisted forcefully away from the heritage of Victorian sentimentality, and the tepid conventions of much wildlife art, and the near-total abstraction of modernist animal sculpture by Henry Moore and others.

This was the work of reestablishing the animal as a credible and serious subject for contemporary art – work that more or less began with …
Rauschenberg Monogram
	The animal (not its sculptural representation) is materially present in the space
	“letting … meaning take care of itself” (in his 50s work)
	Not merely “an illustration of my will”
	Literal, NOT SYMBOLIC: “a stuffed goat is special in the way that a stuffed goat is special”

	Sue Coe shares this opposition to symbolism, but for very different reasons: (the symbolic animal does not represent itself)
	So where’s the coherence, and what is the character, of contemporary artworks with animal subjects?


OUR SECOND QUESTION:  
How do contemporary artists think about their work,
and how do their artworks work?

	Writing of the importance of individual academic disciplines within the interdisciplinary field of animal studies, Cary Wolfe insists on the need to “recognize that it is only in and through our disciplinary specificity that we have something specific and irreplaceable to contribute to this ‘question of the animal’ that has recently captured the attention of so many different disciplines: not something accurate to contribute, but something specific.”
	So it’s not about certain disciplines or practices being more valuable than others, but about the distinctiveness of what they offer.

Guattari quote
	Overturning the established order – clichéd maybe, but that “for those who use it” is useful, and the work of art is seen as purposeful, serious.

ARTIST|ANIMAL cover (2013)
	Artists addressing questions of animal life
	Not-knowing as the common element
	But still purposeful, questioning
	Here I’m reflecting what I learned from conversations with them

Animal Museum wall quote
	Carol Adams quote on objectification: living creature demeaned as thing or object

	But the work of language and the work of material animal form are not necessarily compatible.
	Rachel Poliquin’s The Breathless Zoo: her encounters with taxidermy constitute a “visceral knowledge” that sometimes defies “reason, logic, and explanatory language.”
Poliquin quote
	And later: “this static thing in a very real sense is an animal still: the eyes may be glass, but the animal stares back.”
	Its status as an object or a thing is the source of its compelling power.

McQueen quote
	“What’s important is that it becomes an object”




	In Monogram’s second state, R said the goat “still refused to be abstracted into art.  It looked like art with a goat.”

Angela Singer Spartle (2009)

	its look – somehow arrived at in the coming-together of the recycled taxidermy hawk, modelling clay and wax of which it is comprised – is utterly baffling.  There is something terrible in this object’s failing-to-be-an-animal.  And its power as an object is in that instability, that inserting of an instability – a DISORDER - into human expectations of the natural world.  (Including the expectation of intelligibility.)  

	Working with equipment ranging from “quite delicate dental tools all the way up to the saws and hammers,” Singer is acutely aware of “the problems in handling an animal’s body, handling it with respect but still being able to make the artwork I want to make.  Just because there’s so much pulling apart and destroying in order to create.”

	She acknowledges that “it’s bizarre that I’m handling these animals so roughly” in order to comment through her work “on how we treat animals so badly.”

Coe quote: “It has to be art”
	Also, “the most political art is the art of ambiguity”

	It’s not just a straightforward question, in other words, of an artist figuring out how to get viewers to share the artist’s opinion on a particular issue.

	Figuring out what that means for myself:
Scapeland XIX
	It’s not the artist’s job to make work that is self-consciously ethically sound or ethically engaged – work that tells a consoling story, in other words.  Even for artists with a direct concern for the more-than-human world, there needs to be a degree of ruthlessness in their looking – including their looking at animals – that strips away everything inessential in the manner in which that looking is presented to the viewer.

Scapeland XXV
	And something rather difficult and counter-intuitive is going on here too, in that process of ruthless looking.  In the making of the work, there’s a necessary overlooking of the animal – an overlooking of its animalness, of the specialness and difference of its being an animal.  A necessary letting go of anticipated readings by later viewers, a letting go of anything to do with content.

Scapeland VI
	I say this because of my own experience of making these pieces.  At the point where I get off my bike to photograph a dead pheasant, or when I later sit at the computer to juxtapose it with some other bit of the Norfolk landscape, I’m not thinking about the bird’s brutally shortened life.  If anything, it’s the material continuity of feathers, flint, earth, guts, leaves and stone that is being registered.
	This may have something in common with photojournalist W. Eugene Smith’s discovery as a combat photographer in WWII that he was looking at dead bodies primarily as elements in a composition.

Luhmann quote
“in working together, form and medium generate what characterizes successful artworks, namely, improbable evidence”
– “evidence” (documentary connotations) 
– but rendered obscure, perplexing

Jörg Knoefel, Schlacthaus Berlin, 1986/198 – as labyrinth 

	Adam Phillips on the creative work of redescription:  “We have to be able to render something intelligible – find a useful and interesting redescription of it – without rendering it only intelligible.  Or, to put it another way, we have to redescribe it in a way that shows it to be subject to further – unknowably further – redescription.” (“Against inhibition,” p. 67)





What has changed in recent years, and why?

	“Animal studies” since early 1990s
Initially it didn’t take art seriously.
Even in 2000 one still had to make the case for doing so.

	Martin Barnes (Senior Curator of Photographs at the V&A):
Rather than getting “hung up on … critical theory,” convincing work “comes from … not shying away from the big issues.” 
	The conditions of animal life, and the relation of human and nonhuman animals, are increasingly prominent as big issues that concern contemporary artists.  
	Over the past ten years, not least through the efforts of the journal Antennae and the two Animal Gaze conferences in London, there has arisen a community of artists who’ve become increasingly aware of each other’s existence and each other’s work.  There’s at least the beginning of a critical mass of artists for whom the question of the animal is a key issue, a valid and relevant issue.  

	The work they produce needn’t be work that directly lobbies for political change.
	But it’s work that presents a refusal to be indifferent to animals and to their place in contemporary life.

Hirst shark
	That’s why these 1990s images feel ancient now.  
	This is the overstated animal, the hyperbolic animal.  

	What’s happening now, I think, is something quieter more complex:  
Watt Animal Factories
	Yvette Watt’s immensely powerful photographs of remote Australian factory farms are all photographed from publicly accessible positions on the road.
	The hidden chaos within quietly gestured towards from a position of public order.

	And the critical mass of artists I mentioned earlier itself creates possibilities, opportunities:
Seeing with Animals
Co-Existence exhibition
SPOM at Animal Museum

	I’d like to end by referring briefly to four examples of works that touch on the theme of coexistence.
	None are in the exhibition here, but they’re indicative of the direction in which things seem to be going:

SCHLOSSER Tether, 8/6/2013, 9:31 a.m.
	It’s not a portrait status: Tess is not the subject.
	It’s part of a series, but it doesn’t know in advance what it brings or adds to the series.
	The deadpan work of its title.
	Swing, rhythm, elasticity.
	Cage’s “This is not a composition.  It is a place where things are.”
	It works with other animal imagery – Lartigue (1911), Bacon (1953) …
Lartigue and Bacon
Back to SCHLOSSER
	Importance of the ground – we know more about the ground than about the figures, and that feels right.
	HEIDEGGER’S ABYSS! – here, rather reassuringly, it seems just to be a crack in the road.

Czekalska + Golec




Kannisto  On Forest Floor (2006)
	With scientists in biological field stations.  Quietly critical of their belief in measurement and objectivity.
	the artist’s forearm.  The hand lightly holds a false coral snake looped through its fingers.  The white line of hand and arm and the bright line of the snake are the key “marks” in this far-from-scientific image.  The hand is a pale ground from which the snake escapes back into the cover of the dark forest, the forest that “tells nothing.”

Andrew Bruce -  Tender




By way of conclusion, and with these last few images very much in mind, I’d like to say a word about authority, which perhaps isn’t a word that artists tend to use very much.

	Anthony d’Offay, 30 May 2015: – on the importance of “power and strength and authority” in the late work of the sculptor Louise Bourgeois.
	As artists with a concern for animal life and for our coexistence with other species, I think that one of our responsibilities is to work towards animal imagery that carries a sense not only of contemporaneity but of authority.

	Angela Singer isn’t alone in her conviction that “people need to see animals in a new way,” and that “artists can provide the new visual language.”
	But this isn’t to fix things, to put them in ORDER once and for all.  Remembering  Adam Phillips’ words on the creative work of redescription, we’ll need to find ways of reshaping and redescribing animal imagery in a manner “that shows it to be subject to further – unknowably further – redescription.” 

	Thank you.  NORWICH CASTLE Atlantic Tarpon slide

	
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